at

Many other variations hate Gnce been introduced (cf. [22, 251) and the theory of
Lindenmayer systems is no’wa well established part of formal language theory [I&
28, 203. A general theory c)f AFLs closed under iterated subtitution, called iyper
(I)-AFLs, and AFLs closed under iterated multiple substitution, called hyperAFLs, was developed in [34, 29, l]. As a formal device in these investigations the
notion of K-iteration grammar (where K is a family of languages) YGSintroduced
[34, 29, 37, 261 consisting of an iterated (multiple) K-substitution applied to a
singleton followed by intersection with C * for some terminal alphabet IS (a
I&substitution satisfies f(a) E K for all symbols a). Nested iteration grammars
were used in 1351. For a comparison of results on super- and hyper-AFLs see
[2, 3, 41.
The properties of iterated substitution are rather poor in comparison to iterated
multiple substitution and nested iterated substition. As an example, for a given
family K closed under a few operations, it can be shown that the smallest full
hyper-AFL containing K can already be obtained by applying the operation of
iterated multiple substitutio,t? once to the elements of K (followed b;* :ntersection
with 2 “j. i.e. by taking all languages generated by K-iteration grammars [29, I]. In
particular ETOL (where K is the family of finite languages) is the smallest full
hyper-AFL [S, 61. An analogous statement holds for the smallest super-AFL
containing K [12]. The statement flails however in the cac;e of iterated substitution.
The family EOL (obtained by iteration grammars with CIBG
Gnitz substitution) is not
closed under iterated substitution and is not even an AFL, cf. [29]. (We shall show
that even if K is a super-AFL, the statement need not by: true for the smallest full
hyper(l)-AFL containing K.) Thus, to obtain the sm,allest full hyper(l)-AFL, one
has to iterate the process of applying an iterated substitution [4]. In this paper we
investigate this iterated iterated substitution. We shall prove that not every full
hyper(l)-AFL is a full hyper-AFL, in particular the smallest full hyper(l)-AFL is
properly contained in ETOL, the smallest fuli hyper-AFL. Roughly speaking the
idea involved is as follows. Let us say that a language L can be copied in a family K
if {w #W #w ) H* E L) is in K. With the use of iterated multiple substitution (with
finite substitutions) many languages can be copied in ETOL, in particular all
anguages (in fact precisely all EXTOL languages, as shown in [31]).
However, if L has too much strings (of each length) then L cannot be copied by
sing iterated zubsaitution iteratively. Thus (a, b}* cannot be copied into the
smallest full hype@)-AFL. it was already shown in [31, Theorem 2(b)] that {a, b}*
cannot be copied in EOL, i.e. by using one iterated finite substitution (in fact, that
ofily I-IDOL languages can be copied in EOL). This paper is essentially a
generalization of the proof of the latter rc?snt.
ed into 5 sections. Section 2 contains the necessary terminolfacts. In Section 3 we prove a technical result needed in the
one s~~~stitu~ionhas a
ihution is applied to the
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are intersected by some terminal 2 *. Thiz has
in the grammar yields a terminal word. The
grammar is in general only a K,-iteration
closure of K. The proof of this result uses the
is a very wea.k generalization
of [7], see also

WI .
Section 4 contains our main general. result concerning (iterated) iterated substitution. L et K be a family of languages. We show that languages with certain
s: ructural properties which are in the smallest full hyper(l)-AFL
containing K, are
in fact .&eady in the smallest family that contains K and is closed under iterated
A -f’re-e lomomorphism.
Thus the problem of obtaining languages not in the former
fam”:y is reduced to the problem of obtaining ‘languages not in the latter, provided
they have the mentioned properties (which are possessed by languages of the form
{w #w #v: 1 w E L} and similar ones). Thus the above result expresses that the
nonJeterminism
of the iterated substitutions is of no help with regard to copying, so
that they may be replaced by iterated homomorphisms.
Such results have been
proved in many other situations [31, 8, 91. The proof consists of a generalization of
the proof in [31] that in EOL only 3IDOL, languages can be copied, together with
the fact that taking thi: substitution closure K, of a family K is of no help with
respect to copying @der certain restrictions on K). The latter ract is needed. to
decl with the K, languages that turn up in the previous section.
Zn Section 5 we apply the copying theorem of Section 4 to the case of the smallest
ful! hyper(l)-AFL.
A characterization
is given of languages in the smallest family
that contains the finite languages and is closed under iterated A-free homomorphism. For such a langua:(:cz the number of words of length n is polynomial in n.
Consequently
iasguages with the above mentioned properties and such that the
nu :rber oi wovds is not of polynomial
order, are not in the smallest full
hy?&{l)-AFL.
.Qn example of such a language is {w #w #w ] w E {a, b}*}.
-Is menGoned before, the smallest family containing
a given family K and closed
under iterated substitution is obtained by iteratively applying the operation of
iterated substitution.
The same holds for iterated A-free homomorphism.
The
result in Section 4 is proved in such a way that the number of iterations in this
iterative process is preserved. In Section 5 we show (by the same argument
concerning the number of strings) that this number of iterations gives rise to a
proper hierarchy. From this it can be shown that the srlialM full hyper( I)-AFL is
not a full principal AFL.

In thiis section we i

assumed

to be familiar

inology nee
with the basic terminology

aper. The rcade

I;

and facts of formal language
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theory (cf. j17, SO]), in particular the theory of Lindenmayer systems [16]. We also
,z.::e a number of useful facts taken from the literature.
For each word tv’,we identify (w} and w. The length of w is denoted by 1w 1. The
empty word is &noted by A. A language is A-free if it does not contain X. A
mapping f such that f(x) is a language for every x in its domain, is said to be A-free
if aJJ f(x) are h -free, and &free if all f(x ) are nonempty. For two arbitrary
mappings f and g their composition is denoted by fg* Thus fg (x) = f(g (x)) for all X.
f(n times) by f”, in particular the identity mapping by f”. A family
We denote f
of languages is defined as usual, except that we shall always assume that it contains
all singleton languages. The families of finite, regular and context-free languages
are denoted by FIN, RE6 and CF respectively.
Let V be an alphabet. A sukitution
is (as usual) a mapping f from V into
extended
to words over V by f(h) = {h} and f(a,
. a,) =
languages,
*“t V by f(L) = U{f(w)l w E L}. It is
f(aJ
!(a,, ), alid extended to languages ovcl
said to be a substitution over V if f(u) is a language over V for all a in V; it is said
to be a K-substitution (for a family K of languages) if f(a) E K for each a E V, and
to be nested if a E f(u) for each a E V.
Let f be a substitution over V. For a language L over V we define f*(L) =
uz=,, f “(L). The mapping f * is called an itemed substitution [12]. If f is nested,
then f * is called a nested iterated substitution. Let U be a finite set of substitutions
over V. For a language L over V we define U*(L) = u{fn
fzfl(L) 1n 2 0,
fr E U}. We shall call the mapping U* an iterated multiple substitution. It is called
nested if all elements of U are nested. A family K is closed under substitution
(iterated substitution, iterated multiple substititution)
if f(L) ia in K whenever
L E K and f is a K-substitution
(iterated K-substitution,
iterated
multiple
K-substitution
respectively). We note that if K is closed under union, then K is
closed under nested iterated multiple substitution iff it is closed under nested
iterated substitution (given a nested U, define g such that g(u) = u{f (a) 1f E U};
then g*= u*), cf. [2].
Let K be a family of languages. A K-itemlion grummur is a quadruple
G = (V, 2, A, U), where V is an alphabet, C is a subset of V (the terminal
alphabet), A E K is a language over V (the set of axioms) and U is a finite set of
K-substi~uti~“c
~11~over V. The set of sentential forms generated by G is defined by
Ls (G) = U *(A ), and the Ilanguage generated by G by L(G) ==U*(A) n C *. If U
has n elements then G will be called a K-(n) iteration grammar. G is &saidto be
h-free (@free) if all elements of U arc A -free (@free respectively). We note that
our definition of K-iteration grammar differs from the usual one in [29] in that it
has a whole set of axioms rather than just one. It is easy to see that if 14 contains all
$i~~lct~~n iar.guages /as is assumed throughout the paper), then the two definitions
uivalent (with preservation of the number of substitutitons).
In the sequel we
*will mainly be interested in K-(l) iteration grammars G which will be denoted as
(V,,V,A,g)
rather than (k/,&A,(g)).
F or such a grammar we shalil 4so write
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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w&+ ‘~2 if w2 E g”(w,) and we shall talk about derivations in the usual way.
Note that Ls (G) = g*(A) and L /G) = g*(A) n C *. The family of languages
generated by K-itxation
grammars will be denoted by H(K). By H,, (K) we denote
the family of languages generated by K-(n) iteration grammars (n 2 I). It can be
shown that (under weak assumptions on K) H?(K) = N(K), see [l]. In this paper
we deal with H,(K). We denote Uz=,,
#(K) by H?(K).
Tile following terminology will be used concerning closure properties. Let K be a
fnr.lily of languages. K is a pre-quasoirl [l] if it is closed under finite substitution
21t i intersection with regular languages. K is a quasoid [34,29] if it is a pre-quasoid
containing all regular languages. We note that FIN is the only pre-quasoid which is
Eat a quasoid. The next concept is only introduced for the purposes of this paper. K
is an SFL (special family of languages) if it is a pre-quasoid closed under union and
concatenation.
Observe that FIN is an SFL. K is substitutio/z-closed if it is closed
under K-substitution.
We denote by K, the smallest substitution-closed
family
containing K. Note that FIN, = FIN. K is a super-AFL
if it is a full AFL closed
under nested iterated Fubstitution 1121. K is a furl hyper(l)-AFL
if it is a full AFL
closed under iterated substitution (or, equivalently, a full AFL such that Ml(K) =
K). Finally, K is 3 furl hyper-AFL if it is a full AFL closed under iterated multiple
substitution (or, equivalently, a full AFL such that H(K) = K; see [29], where the
adjective full is not used).
Before continuing our terminology we state a number of facts from the literature.
We note first that H(FIN) = ETOL, H(ONE) = EXTOL (where ONE is the family
of all singleton languages) and H,(FIN) = EOL [29]. It was shown in [S, 61 that
ETOL is the smallest full hyper-AFL. This was generalized in [l]: H(K) is a full
hype:-AFL for every pre-quasoid K (and in fact the smallest one containing K).
1 hus, for a pre-quasoid K, H(H(K)) = H(K), which means that iteration of H has
no effect. EOL is an SFL, but not an AFL [lS, 291. H,(REG) is a full AFL, not
closed under (iterated) substitution [5], so that H, is not ictempotent in general. In
the following lemma we state closure properties of K,, H,(K) and H:(K) under
suitable restrictions on K (together with a similar statement for the’nested case).
Lemma 2J. Let K be a family of languages.
(1) If K is a quasoid, rhen K, is the smdEest substitution-closed full AFL
containing K.
(2) If K is a fui! AFL, then {f*(L) n R 1.f * is a nested iterated subslitution, L E K
and R is a regukr language} is the smallest super-AFL containing K.
(3) If K is a quasoid, then H,(K) is a full AFL.
then W T(K) is the stnallest fur! hyper( I)-AFL
(4) If K is a pae-quasoid,
containirag K.
(5)

L) is the smallest furl hyper( I)-AFL.

roof. [ll, 12, L
‘9, 4, 41 respectively.
from (4). q

We observe that (4) follows from (3) ar:d (5)
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vi,: now continue our terminology. An NPDOL scheme is a quadruple S =
(V,f, Z, h), where f is a A-free homomorphism over V and h is a A -free
homorphism from V* into C ‘<.If L is a language over V, then we denote by S(L)
the langt.mge h(f*(L)).
Note that an NPDQL scheme is an NPDOL system [22]
without axivom,thus, for w E V+, S(w) is an NPDOL language. For a family<K we
denote by NPDOL(K) the family (S(L) 1S is an NPDOL scheme and L E K}. We
denote U;,,NPDOL~ (K) by NPDOL*( nv1$. Note that NPDOL*(K) is the smallest
famiIy containing K’ and closed under iterated A-free homomorphism. It is left to
the reader to show that NPDOL(K)c Hi(K) and even NPDOL(K,)C H,(K).
Consequently, for n 3 1, NPDOL”(K,) C H;(K). It should also be clear that
NPDOL*(FIN) c IIEDTOL.
We end this sellction by defining two properties, (F) and (S) of a language L
over V.
(F) For all u, u ‘,x,,.X‘, ZJ,2)’E V*, if uxv, ux “v, u ‘xv’ and u ‘x ‘v ’ are in L, then
X =X’
or both u = u’ and v = v’.
(S) For every integer t there exists an integer T such thai for all u, x, y, v E V*, if
uxv E I,, 1uxv 13 T, Ix 1 G t and lryv E L, then x = y.
Property (F) was used by Fischer [lo]; see also [9] where this property is
discussed (as property (Pl)). Property (S) was used implicitly by skyurn [31] to show
that EOL languages having this property are in HDOL( = NPDOL(FIN), see [22]
where NPDOL(FIN) is denoted by NPDFOL). Intuitively it says that one cannot
change small subwords of a word in L without leaving L. It is easy to show that, for
any language M, languages such as for instance {w #w #w 1 w E Ad},
‘(w#wRACw#wR#
1 w EM}
and {f(w?$[w)h(w)l w EM} have both properties
(F) and (S) (where # is a new symbol, w R is the reverse of w,f, g and h are
length-preserving 1-f mappings with disjoint target alphabets).
3. Change of

filter

The language defined by a K-(l) iteration grammar G = (V, 2, A, g) is obtained
by first gererating the set of sentential forms of G and then putting this through the
““filter” that only ak-:*s words over C. In this section we show that (apart from
dersvationt: of some bounded length this filter can be changed into one that applies
an &free substitution to the sentential forms. We have however. to pay the price of
using K,- rather than K-substitutions. This result is expressed in the following
theorem, in which we simultaneously show that A-freeness can be obtained. The
proof of the theorem is analogous to part of the proof in [7]. It uses the technique of

%-(1) iteration grammar.
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Proof, Since K,; is either FIN or a full AFL (cf. Lemma 2.1(l)), K, is closed under
union with {A). Therefare it suffices to prove the theorem for h-free languages in
H,(K). In [29] it is shown that, under the given conditions on K, each h-free K-(l)
iteration language c2n be generated by a A -free K-(l) iteration grammar. Thus l+zt
Ge = (V, 2, A, g) be a h-free K-(l) iteration grammar. We shall show the theorein
for
{Go). First we introduce several definitions taken from [7]. For a E- V the
spec;‘j-urn of a, denoted by Spec(a), is defined as {n 201 g”(n) flc * # 0). Thus
n f Spec(u) iff a generates a terminal word in n steps. A symbol a in V is said to
br t ital if Spec(a) is infinite. In [37] it is proved that, for each a in V, Spec(a) is an
UK irately periodic set of integers. For an arbitrary ultimatelgf periodic set I we
<enote by per(l) a period of I and by thres(l) a threshold of I, i.e. an integer such
&at {n E I 1 n a thres(l)} is periodic with period per(I). We now define the uniform
period of Go, denoted by m, to be an integer such that
(i) for all nonvital cr! in V, Spec(a)C (0,1,. . . , m - l};
(ii) for all vital a in V, m 3 thres(Spec(u))
and per(Spec(u)) divides m.
kVe now construct
the (l)iteration
grammar
G = (A, A, B, h), where A =
~~u~V(m~Spec(,a)},B={w~A*~u~‘wfc~rsomek<2mandv~A}and,
r;‘oru EA,h(u)={w
~A*lu
=+z+~Y.. Since M, is either FIN or a full AFL, G is a
s2m}nA*andh(u)=
K,-(l) iteration g*ammar (note I hat B = U{gkiA)(Odc
g m(a) n A *j. Since G,, is A -free, so is G. To see that G is @free, consider u E A.
Thus m E Spec(u) and therefore, by (ii), 2m E Spec(u). Hence there exist w E V *
and x EC* such that w Eg”(u)
and x Eg”(w).
Clearly w EA*;.
Next we define the &-substitution
f such that, for a E A, f(a) =
{w E 2 * 1 a +m
w ir. Go}. Obviously
f is &free and A -free. Finally, let M =
in G, for some k < 2m and u E A ). Obviously M E KS. We
{w ET*;v*
Go) = A/I U f(Ls (G)), which proves the theorem. Clearly R/I U
now claim that
f(Ls (G)) is included in L (Go). To show the converse, let x E g”(V) PI 2 * for some
p 2 2m and some v E A. Let p = qm + r for some q and r such that q a 2 and
O<r<m.
Let

be a derivation in Go of x from u. Let the symbol u occur in w,. It produces some
terminal wcbrd in (9 - i)m 2 m steps. Hence a is vital by (i), and sirre (4 - i)m E
Spec(u), m E Sprhc(a) by (ii). Consequently
all wabrds w, are in A *. Hence
w, =+ wz =,> ‘.. +
w,,-~ is a derivation in G jllote that m + r < 2~2, so that
0
w; E E) and Y E f(w,_,). Thus x E~(E~ (G)).

Let I(: be an SFL arid I_, a language with properties (F) and (S). In this section we
want to show that if L E HT( ) then L E NPDOL*(K). More precisely, for every

n a 0, if LpE H;(K) then L E NPDOL”(K) (Theorem 4.4). This theorem can easily

be prov:d
by irlduction from the resuh that, for every n 20,
if
L E NPDOL”(HJC)) then H1,E NPDOL”(NPDOL(K)) (Lemma 4.3). The kernel
of the proof of this result is an obvious generalization of the proof of the fact that if
L E HQIN) then Z f NPDOL(FIN) (see [31]) an d uses essentially property (S) of
L. However, since in this proof we start by transforming the initial K-(l) iteration
grammar according to Theorem 3.1, we need the following lemma to deal with the
K languages turning up in that transformation (Lemma 4.2): for every yt 2 0, if
L E NPDOL”(K,) then E E NPDOL”(K), This is in fact a spe5ial case of Lemma
4.3 (recall that NPDOL(K,) C HI(K)). Its proof uses property (F) of L.
Before showing the above mentioned results we prove the following useful
lemima, which roughly speaking provides us with a way of changing a substitution,
involved in the generation of a language with property (F), into a
homomorphism.
Lemma 4.1. LetSI,. . . , S, (n 3 0) be NPDOL schemes, fan @free substitution and
M a language. Let L = S,
l,(:I(f(M)). If L has property (Fj, then L =
l

l

IS, ’ * S:(h (IV) U U(h (u,)f (a)h (v,,) 1 a E A}), where h is any homomorphism such
that h (a) E f(a) for all a, A is the set of all symbols mcurring in wmls of M, and u,
and v, are any words such that u,av, E M.
l

Proof, Denote S, . . S,(h (M) U U{h (u,)f (a)h (vn) 1 a E A )) by N. It should be
obvious that N 5 L. TO show that 1, c- N, let z E L. Let, for 1 G j G n, Sj =
(Vi, fi, Zjvhj )* Th ere exist words x, y and integers k (1). . . , k(n) #suchthat x & M,
y E f (x 3 anci x = g(y ), where g denotes the homomorphism h,ff w
h, f I;(‘). Let
X = al
*a,,, with a, EA and y =w~***w~
with wi Ef(ai).
We now consider three cases.
Case f. g(Wi)=
g(h(Ui))
for
all
i,
l+Gm.
Then
&h(x)) =
g(h(a,))-g(h(a,))=g(wJ-•g(w,)=z.
Hence z ES,,-&(h(M))
and so
2 E N.
Case 2. There is exactly one i such that g (wi’)# g(h (ai)). Let u = a 1
aiand v = C;P+l-a,.
Denote ai by a and wi by W. Thus x = uav and
follows
and
2 = gVG))g(w)g(Qu))*
It
that
s(h(u))g(w)g(h(v))
g(~(u))g(h(a))g(h
(v)j are in L, and (startinp ram
the word u,av,)
g (h (~~))g(w )g (h (G)) and g (h (u,))g (h (a))g (h (v, )) c.i*ein 1,. Consequently, since
L has property (F) and g(w)#gCh(a)),
we have that g(h(u,))=g(h(u))
Hence
so
and
s(Wu))=
g(W)).
z = g (h (“a ))g (w )g (h (Va))Y and
,(h (u, >f (a)h (vu)), and t E N.
and j such that g(w,)# g(h (a,
d g (wj ) ;# g (h (a,)). It is
ow that this case cannot occur
l

l

l

l

n

l

n

ilities for two nonoverlapping subwords).

/J

l

l
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We now show that languages with property (F) which can be generated by a
number of NPDOL schemes from a language in K,, can in fact be generated from a
language in K.
Lemma 4.2. Let J< be an SFL, and let n 2 0. If L ktas property
L E NPDOL”(K,),
then L E NPDOL”(K).

(F)

.and

We first note that, by [ll], K, = U~JC,,,,where K1 = K and K,+, =
{ffL j 1L E K, and f is a K-substitution}. We also note that NPDOL” (K) is closed
u:Tder union (If L, = S, 9 s SliMI) and Lz = 7’”
TI(M2jthen, after some necesRI(MI U M2) where R, is obtained by
U-Y alphabetic changes, L, U Lz = R,
joining the alphabets and homomorphisms
of Si and 7’i two bv_ two). Thus it suffices
to show that, for WI3 1, if L has property (F) and L E NPDOL” (K,,), theri L is a
finite union of languages from NPDOL”(K).
We show this by induction on m.
For m - 1 the statement is trivial. Suppose it is true for m and let L E
NPDOL”(K,+I)
have property (F). Thus L = Sn
SCf(M)), where S1,. . . , S, are
NPDOL schemes, f is a K-substitution
and M E K,,. We may assume that f is
@free (otherwise u*e intersect M with A *, where A = {a 1f(a) = 8); it is easy to see
that K, is closed under intersection
with A *). Thus Lemma 4.1 is applicable,
so that L = S . S,(h(M)) U S, 0 S,(U{h (u,)f(a)h
(u,) 1a E A}). Obviously
L is the
U {h(ua)_f(a)h(ua)I a 5 A} is in K and h(M) is in K,,,. Consequently
union of an NPDOL” (K) language and an NPDOL” @&,) language. Since every
subset of L also has property (F), it follows by induction that L is a finite union of
languages from NPDOL”(K).
0
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

We now turn to the main stage in the proof of the copying theorem.
LernGia 4.3. Let K be an SFL. Let L be a language with propcnyties(F) cd
then L E NPDOL”“(K).
every n 20, if L E ;YPDOL”(H,(K))

(S). For

Proof. We observe
that NPDOL”“(K)
is closed under union and that
NPDOL” (K) c NPDOL”+‘(K ).
Let L = S, 1 - S,(M,J, where S,, . . . , S, are NPDOL schemes and M,, E M,(K).
By Theorem 3.1, M,, = M, U M2 with M1 E K, and M, = f(Ls (C)) for some
K,-s’ubstitution f and K,-(i) iteration grammar G (both @free and A -free), Thus
L = S, ‘* S&k!,) u s, * ’ W(Ls
(G I>>- s‘ince every subsci of L also has property
(F), it follows fr;Jrn Lemma 4.2’thnt S,, - . S,(M,) E NPDOL”(M). By our observation above it now suffices to show that LI = S,, 0 - Sl(f(Ls(G)))
is in
NPDOL”“(M).
Note that, being a subset of L, L, also has properties (F) and (S).
a 4.1 to L1 (wit
)). Thus L, =
We now apply
&z= s,
S&PI (
(a )h (U,,) 1 a E
)) and Lx== S, **.
is d A -free homomorphism.
Since f is a K,- substitution and K, is an AFL (Lemma
2.1(i)), L, E iVPDOL”(K,). Hence, by Lemma 4.2, L, E NP
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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It remains to show that I.,*= S,, 9S,(h (Ls (G))) is in NPDOL”“(K). Note that
L2 still has properities (F) and (9. Let G = (V, V, B, g ). We dfc: L (G) rather than
,& (G). Let m be an integer such that if k: E L(G) and 1x 12 m, then each symbol
occurrirlg in x occurs in infinitely many other words of L(G). Define D =
33(giQB)~0 s i s p}, where p is chosen such that lJ{g i (B) f 0 s s’ s p - I} contains
afl x E L(G) with Ix-1c m. Clearly D E K,. Construct the NPDOL scileme
S, = (V,fr,, Co, ho), where fo is anv (A-free) homomorphism such that for all a E V
f&)E g(a), nnd h = h (2, b&g its target alphablet).
We will prove that Lit = S, e 00&S,(D). From that it *follows that LZ~
NPDOL”“(K,) and so, by Lemma 4.2, Lz E NPDOL”+‘(K), which completes our
proof. Obviously Sn 0e. S,S,(D)C J I_+ To show the converse, let z E I+ Let, for
I s _is a, Sj = (V’, fi.,Z$j,hi). There exis: a word y E E(G)
and integers
k (I) ,...,k(n)
such that z = e(y), where + denot(es the A-free homomorphism
h”ji(“). . . h ,fYh.
If 1y I< m, then y E iD and h (y ) E So(D), so that z E
s,
S&(D). Now let 1y 13 m. By th+: definition of D and the A-freeness of G
there exists ZI:EL(Gj such that x ED, Ix /am and x aiy
for some i 30. Let
x =i?!*‘*Q,,y =w1 l**~,andaj+‘w~forlsj
s t. We now show that for each
j, I s j 6 r, JI(wJ = $Cfb(aj)). Let t = f +!@&))~,
and let T correspond to t as in the
state:ment of property (S) in Section 2. Since Ix 13 m,
occurs in infinitely many
elements of L(G). Consider a word u =ulaj~~inL(G)withI~(XKThenboth
l

l

l

l

l

Uj

are if? Lz. Moreover, since $jt, is A-free, 1e&(u))/
2 1u I 3 T. I-Ience, by property
(S), $cfl,(lrr,)) = $f(W,)?as we wanted to show. This im$ies that

and consequently z E S, .

l

l

S&(D),

which provrz the lemma.

Cl

We finslly state the copying theorem for H;(K).
Reoirem 4*4, Let K be an SFL. Let L be a language withproperties (F) and (S). For
every n 3 0, if L E H?(K), then I., E NPDOL”(K).
This follow:; essily from Lemma 4.3 by induction. To be able to apply this
we have te3 show that H:(K) is an SFL for every m 20. It is obviously
ent to show Ihat if Ka is an SFL, then so is HI(&). Now, if K. = FIN, then
which is an SFL. If Ko# FIN, then it is a quasoid and so H,(Ko) is a
FL by Lemma 2.1(3). 0
t if K is an SF’L and if
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5. The smallest full hyper (&AFL
In this sectio:l we apply the copying theorem of Section 4 to the case that
K = FIN. Using a ckuacterization
of l+dPDOL”(FIN), ze then show that the
families Hy(FIN) form a proper hierarchy, properly contained in ETOL. Thus (cf.
Lemma 2.1(4) and (5)) the smr;llest full hyper(l)-AFL
H T(FIN) is properly
contaipPed in the smallest full hyper-AFL ETOL. It also follows that N T(FIN) is not
a full prkipal
AFL. At the end of the se&ion we give an inclusion diagram of all
EamiSic3 discussed.
Sk-.: FIN is an SFL, the next corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.4.

Condlary 5.1. Let L be a language with properties (F) and (S). For every n > 0, if
L E H;(FIN)

then L E NPDOL” (FIN).

0

To show that certain languages are not in NPDCL”(FIN)
we now give, for any L
in I~PDOL”(FIN), air. estimation of the number of words in L of a given length.
Let, for any language L and integer k, w (L, k) denote the number of words in L
of “ength k.
Tb,eoresn 9.2. For eoery n 2 1 and every language
nw CL, k) = O(k “-I).

L, if L E NPDOL”(FIN)

then

by induction on ~1.For n = 1 we have to show
that rcw(L, k) = O(l), i.e. that nw(L, k) is bounded by a constant, for L E
NPDOL(FIN). This result is proved in [22, Lemma 5.101. Now assume that the
theorem holds for n and consider L E NPDOL”+*(FIN)). Thus L = S(M), where S
is ztn NPDOJ., scheme and M E NPDOL” (FIN). By induction, my (M, k) =.O(k “-I).
SiTIcethe homomorph%ms of S are A-free, x E L iff x e S(y) fo:p+some y E M with
) y 1s Ix I. If we can show that there is a constant C such t3at for .:.\I1
words y and all
k, flw(S(g,), k)s C, then, for all k,

Proof. We shall prove the statement

2nd the theorem is proved.
To prove this we note that it has been shown in the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and
L scheme S, - (\‘,&,I:,
Yheorem 4.12 of [22] that for each N
and an integer .w sue
an NPDOL scheme S, = (V,, fz, X2,

product

of all mtix{qzw(S(a),

k) [ k c 0) f or all a e V, such that S,(CI) is finite).

.J. Engelfriet

%

Hence nw(&(w),

k)~ N 4,

where Pi .A only depends on S1 and not on w. This

proves the statement and the theorem.

a

Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 together lead to the next corollary.
Coroillsary 5.3. For n 2 1, if I, has properties (F) and (S) and nw(L, k) is not
O(k “-‘), then I, ft’ H;(FIN).
•i
It is now easy to find examples of languages not in any HY(FIN).
\
Theorem 5.4,. HT(FIN) is properly included in ETOL. In particular there exist
EXTOL languages not irz Hf(FIN).
Proof. Consider for instance E = (w #w #w 1 w E {a, b}*}. L has properties (F)
and (S), and is in EDTOL. Obviously nw (L, 3m + 2) = 2”, and so nw (L, k ) is not
2 0 . Thus , by Corollary 5.3, L is not in HT(FIN). 0
O(k”)foranyn
This theorem shows’that the smallest fuII hyper(l)-AFL is properly included in
the smallest full hyper-AFL. it expresses the fact that iterated iteration of one
substitution is less powerfu1 than a single iteration of a multiple substitution. The
next result shows that the number of times the process of applying an iterated
substitution is iterated gives rise to a proper hierarchy.
Theorem 5.5. .For n 2 0, H :(FIN) is a proper subset of H :“(FIN). In particular tkre
exist NPDOL”’ ‘(FIN) l’anguages not in H ;(FIN).
Proof. Let, for n 3 1, L, ={w#w#w#Iw
~aTaT--a~},
where al,...,a,,
#
are different symbols. We will show that L,, E NPDOL”(FIN) - H;I-‘(FIN). First
we prove that L, is in NPDOL”(FIN). Let, for 1~ i G n, Si be the NPDQL scheme
a,}, hi is the identity, fi(#) = Gi# and
(V,,f,,&h,),
where Vi =Ei
6 i..Then clearly I_,,= S, . S,(###>. Secondly we prove that
Ha,) =a, forlsj
is is clear for n = 1. Now let n 3 2. Ob4ouslv L, has properties
oreover it is easy to see that there is a positke constant C such that,
large 02, n!w(L,,3m + 3) 2 Cmn-‘. Hence nw (E,, k) is not
lows from Corollary 5.3 that: L, @ N;-‘(FIN).
0
={#,aJ,

.

.

.

,

l

l
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Corollary 5.6. There is a super-AFL K such that H,(K) is not dxed under iterated
A -free homomorphism. q
Since by Lemma U(3) H;(FIN) is a full AFL (for n 3 2) and klT(FIN)
union, Theorem 5.S proves that HT(FIN) is not a fuII principal AFL.
~.SY5.7. _Li%FIN) is not a furl principal

is their

AFL,

I”Jote that according to the results of [12], this also implies that there is no
la:.;uage L such that HT(FIN) is the smallest super-AFL containing L. Thus
XT(FIN) is the union of a proper hierarchy of super-AFLs. In fact, using Lemma
2.1, it can easily be shown that the smallest super-AFLs containing Hy”(FIN) form
:uch a hierarc y. We finally put the language families discussed in this section in an
klusion
diagram, the correctness of which follows from Theorem 5.4 and 5.5.
ETOL

/\

w-roL

H T(FIN)

-NPDOL*(FIN)

,/\

/

NPDOL”+‘(FIN)

H ;(FIN)

/’
Hj(FIV) = EOB.

\\

-1

/
NPDOL” (FIN)

/

NPDOL(FIN)

= I-IDOL

For readers of [ iI] we observe that this diagram can be inserted into the diagram
of [31, Fig. J]. To show the necessary incomparahilities
to t e 0th
fadies
in the
{w#w#w
Iw
latter diagram we note
of Theorem1 5.4 is in I
t {a, b}* is in
is in
Theorem
,C;
.2, and that the lamguagc {a’;am# lz:by# c:cm\ k,m HI)

above diagram,

because
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The inclusions are obvious from the fact that FIN C REG C CF C EOL. Since
H@EGj is an AFL whereas EOL is not, EOLS H,(REG). Proper inclusion of
H,(REG) in H,(CF) can be shown in an analogous way 2s that used in
[5] to show noncfosure of H*(REG) under substitution.
In fact let
L ={wI#wZ#**+wk
fk =2” for some. m 20, wi E{a”b” In BO}}. Then
L E H,(CF). By SFL operations one can obtain from L the language {w E
{a, b}* 1the number of b’s is a power of 2) which is not in EOL [ 161. Thus
1[,fZ H1(FIN). Suppose L E H,(REG)- H,(FIN). By the pumping lemma for
regular languages and the fact that REG.(l) iteration grammars can be made
A-free, there is a word in k with a nonempty subword u that can be iterated. Since
the number of #‘s in words from L is exponential, the number of #‘s in U can only
be 0. This implies that a subword of a “6” can be pumped up, which is a
contradiction. This proves that H,(REG) is properly included in H,(CF). To show
that H,(CF) is properiy included in H*(EOL) = H:(FIN), consider the language LZ
used in the proof of Tittitircm 55 Thus LZE H:(FIN)- H,(FIN). Assume that
Lz F H,(CF).
Then, by Theorem 4.4, L2 E ‘NPDOL(CF). Using exactly the same
technique as in the proof of Theorem 4.4 it can easily be shown that this implies that
Lz E NPDOL(FIN), which is a contradiction. (We note that in fact Lemma 4.2 can
be generalized by replacing K, in the statement of the lemma by the smaliest
super-AFL containing K). Hence H,(CF) is properly included in &(EOL).

6. Conclusion

We have proved that the smallest full hyper(l)-AFL is properly contained in the
smallest full hyper-AFL ETOL. Thus the operation of (iterated) iterated substitu)tion is weaker than that of iterated multiple substitution. The smallest full
hyper(l)-AFL is not a full principal AFL, i.e. no Chomsky-Schiitzenberger-like
characterization holds for this family (unlike the smallest super-AFL and the
smallest full hyper-AFL). It is open whether there exist other full hyper(l)-AFLs
which are not full hyper-AFLs. Is there a whole hierarchy of full hyper(l)-AFLs
included in ETOL? Is the smallest full hyper(l)-AFL containing EXTOL properly
contained in ETOL?

o Peter Asveld for many stimaJ
I.lUlating discussions. I wish to thank
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